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Foreword

Freedom of expression and the limitations thereto have been in the spotlight of European legislators and courts for decades, with trends going in various directions. This right forms one of the main pillars of democratic societies, enshrined in constitutions and international charters and conventions, so it is quite natural that discussion on its restrictions would attract intense attention. Such restrictions are of course allowed under specific circumstances, provided that balancing with other rights makes them legitimate and that the right of fair trial is ensured.

In this context, this analysis of the most recent developments in the Russian Federation by Andrei Richter and Anja Richter deserves particular attention. The authors show how the regulatory, supervisory and sanctioning frameworks have gradually evolved into something quite different from what seemed to be their original purpose, by pointing out the stratification of laws, amendments, interpretative resolutions, court decisions which have amassed over the years since 1991, when the Mass Media Law was adopted in order to eliminate censorship, create private mass media and establish specific rights for journalists.

As long as the Internet was accessed by a limited part of the Russian population – only 2% in 2000 – online content was not included in the scope of content regulation. Things changed when this percentage started to increase (it reached 64% in 2014) and public institutions felt the need to intervene “in order to improve legal regulation in the sphere of mass information”. In 2011, with the adoption of a new Statute that provided for a systematic regulation of online content, a registration procedure was introduced for website owners and the monitoring agency Roskomnadzor was given corresponding competencies. Its role in the field of site-blocking increased significantly in a very short time: in the beginning it was about fighting against the spread of extremist speech, but it has gradually expanded to censor swear words, obscene language and adult content.

With punctual references to the Russian Supreme Court’s interpretative resolutions and legal acts and with very clear descriptions of the various administrative procedures that might lead to the inclusion of a website on Roskomnadzor’s blacklist, the Richters take advantage of their rare access to sources that are mostly available in Russian only. They also provide an overview of the reactions of civil society to the progressively increasing number of blocking procedures of entire websites, including cases where the allegedly illegal content has been limited and clearly identifiable.

Some of the orders issued by Roskomnadzor have indeed been challenged. To give a preview of the variety of outcomes, in a case filed by Google concerning a video posted on YouTube showing a girl using make-up to create the appearance of cut veins, the Moscow Arbitration Court sided with Roskomnadzor in the qualification of this material as suicide information and the video was removed. In a case of use of obscene language in materials posted by the news agency Rosbalt on the Pussy Riot band, after the negative decision by the Moscow City Court, the Supreme Court reviewed the Roskomnadzor decision and declared it disproportionate, and thus void, because it disregarded the context.

Considering the global nature of the Internet, this Russian story gives plenty of material for further reflection. One might wonder how far it is possible and legitimate to proceed on a purely national level, how far a global standard-setting procedure on legitimate restrictions to freedom of speech might go and if this matter might be rather left to self-
regulatory codes, provided that they respect a minimum set of requirements, as is the case for the activities run by the Internet Governance Forum.

What is clear is how vulnerable freedom of expression risks being on the Internet, both because of over-ruling, so that free speech almost disappears, and of under-ruling, that allows almost anything in the name of free speech. Even universal freedoms admit limitations. The question is where to draw the line when exceptions tend to become the rule.

Strasbourg, January 2015

Maja Cappello
IRIS Coordinator
Head of the Department for Legal Information
European Audiovisual Observatory
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1. Media law and online media regulation

1.1. The Mass Media Law

The Russian Law “On the Mass Media” (hereafter “Mass Media Law”), a statute signed by President Boris Yeltsin in December 1991, was drafted in such a way that allowed it to govern online content regulation.1

There were three main aspects to the 1991 law: the elimination of censorship, the creation of private mass media, and the establishment of specific rights for journalists.2 The last element was crucial, as it gave journalists the right to access government reports, to interview government officials, and to keep the identities of their sources confidential.3

The Russian Mass Media Law attempts to move the country into the direction of liberalisation, with articles detailing freedom of information, anti-censorship, journalists’ rights and citizens’ rights to obtain information, among others. Despite that, it does not fully abolish government restrictions; on the contrary, such restrictions have grown in scope over the last decade or so. Limitations placed on freedom of the media (Article 4) and the necessary registration requirements (Article 3) are just two examples of such limitations.4 And, despite the fact that the law allows for the existence of private media outlets and even foreign-owned ones (until 20165), it nevertheless authorises the continued existence of government-controlled mass media outlets (Article 7).6 Moreover, although the Mass Media Law grants journalists various rights, it places limits on these rights with several liabilities, including sanctions and criminal penalties for violating parts of the law; furthermore, in some cases, the government can strip journalists of their accreditation at public offices and shut down media outlets.7

Overall, the Mass Media Law has functioned relatively well in Russia and has adequately regulated online media in the age of the Internet. Although the Mass Media Law has gone through a number of amendments over the years, online media remained truly unaffected until only a few years ago. The reason was that in the beginning of the Internet age, Russian online media regulation was not a primary concern of the government.

This could be explained by the statistics. As of June 2000, Russia had just over three million Internet users, accounting for only two percent of its population.8 But as of 1 January 2014, that number has jumped to almost 88 million users, accounting for roughly 62% of the country’s population.9 The Internet’s economic weight in Russia’s GDP has reached 1,3%.10

---

3 Idem.
6 Idem at p. 802.
7 Idem at p. 805.
1.2. Reform of the Mass Media Law in 2011

The legal milestone in online content regulation was the adoption in 2011 by the Federal Assembly (Parliament) of the Russian Federation of the Federal Statute “On amending some legal acts of the Russian Federation in order to improve legal regulation in the sphere of mass information”. About 90% of the Statute amends and expands the Mass Media Law. In several ways the new act was aimed to counteract the liberal Resolution of the Plenary of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation “On Judicial Practice Related to the Statute of the Russian Federation ‘On the Mass Media’” of 15 June 2010.

The amended Statute provides a systematic regulation of online media. In particular it includes “network publications” as one of the types of mass media and considers a single issue or renewal of a network publication as a form of product of the mass media and providing access to a network publication to be a form of dissemination of the product of a mass media outlet. The Statute describes “network publication” as “any site in the information-telecommunications network of the Internet registered as a mass media outlet”. Thus, the owners (founders) of websites are invited to go through a special registration process established and mandated by the Mass Media Law for print publications, as well as broadcast programmes and stations. After such registration, they and the editorial staff of such websites fall under the legal regime of the Mass Media Law, with its rights and responsibilities. While such registration of a network publication is presumably optional, no editorial office of a mass media outlet may engage in professional activity without such registration.

1.3. Roskomnadzor and Its Warnings

In this way, online “network publications” as described above have come under the competence of Roskomnadzor, the Russian Federal Surveillance Service for Mass Media and Communications, an executive structure within the Ministry of Communications and Mass Media. As a result, the service has started performing its control functions and finding violations of Art. 4 (“Inadmissibility of abuse of freedom of mass information”) of the Mass Media Law. Its principal instrument in this regard is the issuing of official warnings on such abuse. According to the Mass Media Law, two warnings in the course of one year may lead to a request by Roskomnadzor for a court annulment of a news outlet’s media certificate of registration and its effective shut-down.

A significant portion of such written warnings are tied to the spreading of extremist speech. For example, in 2013 Roskomnadzor issued 21 “anti-extremist” warnings to the editorial boards of...
various publications. The SOVA Centre, a leading Russian NGO that deals with the issues of hate speech, believes that 16 of them lacked proper justification. In this regard it quotes eight warnings issued regarding the publication of the inappropriately banned Pussy Riot video, related to their performance in the Cathedral of Christ the Saviour. These warnings were issued to the websites of newspapers Argumenty i Fakty and Moskovsky Komsomolets, web portals polit.ru, Piter.TV and KM.ru, to the Neva24 website, and to the news agencies Novyi Region and regiony.ru. Five additional warnings for photos of T-shirts with a Pussy Riot image styled to look like an icon (by artist Artem Loskutov) were received by grani.ru, polit.ru, obeschaniya.ru and web portal sibkрай.ru; grani.ru received the warning twice, for publishing the image on two separate occasions. The attempts by grani.ru and obeschaniya.ru to challenge the warnings in court were unsuccessful. Khanty-Mansiysk online news agency muksun.fm received a warning for publishing on the Internet the article “They do not appear in mosques”, which merely cited the banned Hizb ut-Tahrir book. Interestingly, the author of the article criticised its precepts and quoted from the book in support of his argument.

We see here and will find also below that the legal provisions on anti-extremism raise many concerns in Russian case law. It is worth mentioning that the Venice Commission has found that a number of existing definitions of the Russian anti-extremism law are “too broad, lack clarity and may open the way to different interpretations.”

Subsequently, the Mass Media Law was amended again to include a total ban on swearing in the mass media, including on online media outlets. Thus, this is designated another abuse of freedom of the media that may lead to the closure of the media outlet. In December 2013, the Institute of Russian Language at the Russian Academy of Sciences compiled a list of four words and their derivatives that constitute illegal obscene language. Two depict male and female reproductive organs, one describes the process of copulation and the last refers to a promiscuous woman. In the same year, as many as 48 warnings were issued for this type of abuse, most of them directed at the editorial offices of “network publications”.

1.4. The Rosbalt Case

In at least one of these cases this type of warning for obscene language was successfully challenged in court. On 19 March 2014 the Judicial Collegium on administrative cases of the Supreme Court of

---

15 Предупреждения, вынесенные редакциями СМИ за нарушения ст.4 Закона РФ «о средствах массовой информации» в 2013 г. (“Warnings Issued to Editorial Offices for Violation of Art. 4 of the Mass Media Law in 2013”), available at: http://rkn.gov.ru/mass-communications/control-smi/
20 Предупреждения, вынесенные редакциями СМИ за нарушения ст.4 Закона РФ «о средствах массовой информации» в 2013 г. (“Warnings Issued to Editorial Offices for Violation of Art. 4 of the Mass Media Law in 2013”), available at: http://rkn.gov.ru/mass-communications/control-smi/
the Russian Federation made a resolution on an appeal complaint from JSC “News Agency Rosbalt”. The Supreme Court looked into the two warnings sent by Roskomnadzor (on 12 and 25 July 2013) to the editorial office of the online news service Rosbalt. Roskomnadzor claimed that Rosbalt had abused media freedom by posting materials that contained obscene language.

The Supreme Court also reviewed the subsequent decision of the Moscow City Court (dated 31 October 2013) to permanently annul Rosbalt’s certificate of registration. In its resolution, the Supreme Court followed the legal finding of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation by saying that “limitations by law of freedom of speech and the right to disseminate information may not take place in relation to activities or information on the mere grounds of their inconformity with established traditional views, or contradiction with moral and/or religious preferences. Otherwise this would mean a retreat from the constitutional demand of necessity, proportionality and fairness of limitations of human rights…”

The Supreme Court found that the lower courts had refused to look into the substance of Roskomnadzor claims, while the warnings of the watchdog had been procedurally faulty.

The Supreme Court found that the sanctions imposed on Rosbalt were disproportionate and disregarded the context of the news stories. The stories, one of them on the Pussy Riot band, did not aim to shock the imagination of the Internet users, but were rather of a socio-political nature. Therefore, the Moscow City Court decision could not be recognised as lawful. The Supreme Court pronounced it null and void and took a new decision that rejected the Roskomnadzor claims.

---

21 Определение Судебной коллегии по административным делам Верховного суда РФ по делу № 5-АПГ13-57 (Resolution of the Judicial Collegium on administrative cases of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation on case No. 5-APG13-57), available at: www.supcourt.ru/stor_pdf.php?id=584842

22 Such as those in the resolutions of the Constitutional Court of 30 October 2003 N 15-P, 16 June 2006 N 7-P and 22 June 2010 N 14-P.
2. Online media regulation and international law

Besides pure domestic law, international law also affects every country’s national laws. Specifically, various international treaties can legally bind countries to precise norms and regulations. In addition, all countries are expected to comply with customary international law, as it embodies principles that have become the universal norm. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is one such example of customary international law. Article 19 of the UDHR declares that “[e]veryone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.” The words “through any media” in this phrase allow for the interpretation of the provision in relation to online media.

Additionally, Russia is a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). Both of these international documents protect freedom of speech and freedom of expression and apply to the media. In a similar fashion to the UDHR, Article 19 of the ICCPR asserts that “[e]veryone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.” Although the ICCPR was adopted before the existence of the Internet, these principles nevertheless apply to it. The Human Rights Council, a United Nations charter body, passed a resolution codifying this application: “the same rights that people have offline must also be protected online, in particular freedom of expression, which is applicable regardless of frontiers and through any media of one’s choice.” The resolution was based in part on interpreting Article 19 of the ICCPR.

The ECHR, a legally binding treaty which Russia ratified in 1998, provides for similar rights. Article 10 of the ECHR guarantees the following: “Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises.” Article 10 of the ECHR resembles Article 19 of the ICCPR and Article 19 of the UDHR. In addition, the ECHR explains that only laws “necessary in a democratic society” can restrict these freedoms.
3. Major sources of online content legislation

Beyond the Mass Media Law, three major legal acts have taken part in forming current online media governance in Russia: first, the 2010 Supreme Court Resolution; second, the 2012 Federal Law that amended the Federal Law “On the Protection of Children from Information Harmful to their Health and Development”; and, third, a set of recent amendments to the Federal Law “On Information, Information Technologies and on the Protection of Information”. As a consequence, Russian online content regulation has changed dramatically in less than four years.

3.1. Supreme Court interpretive resolutions

As the Russian Internet community continued to grow exponentially, it became clear that parts of the Mass Media Law could not be applied to the Internet without further clarification from the judicial branch. Such clarification came in 2010, when the Russian Supreme Court published Resolution no. 16 “On Judicial Practice Related to the Statute of the Russian Federation ‘On the Mass Media’”, which resulted in the biggest change to online media governance since 1991.31 This Resolution is extremely significant essentially because it is viewed as a highly persuasive recommendation for all of courts and other state bodies.32 In their judicial value such resolutions of the top courts may be equalled to the Second Restatements of Torts in the United States law.33

To understand the effect of the Resolution, several key parts of it must be explained. First and foremost, the Supreme Court declared that the Mass Media Law applies to online content, a concept that regulatory bodies could only assume prior to 2010.34 In addition, although registration of Internet websites as mass media outlets is not required, the rights and privileges of journalists, such as accreditation and protection of confidential sources, are automatically granted to the websites’ authors upon such registration.35 However, with registration comes accountability, such as an obligation to verify information distributed and for restraint from abuse of the freedom of mass media.

The Resolution’s most powerful impact comes from the Supreme Court’s explanation of the legal responsibility of registered online media websites. In particular, the Supreme Court’s Resolution declares that “regarding comments not subject to preliminary editing (for example, on a forum), rules are applied as established by the Mass Media Law for authors’ works which are broadcast without preliminary taping.”36 According to this explanation, “rules established under Art. 57 of the Mass Media Law37 for television and radio programmes are applicable to cases of dissemination of mass information (in fact, most often in textual format) through

---

33 Even though Russia is not a common law country, resolutions “on judicial practice” serve as an influential treatise issued by the top court which summarises the general principles for the lower courts.
34 Idem, at 11.
35 Idem.
37 This article provides for circumstances for exemption of editors, editorial offices and journalists from liability.
telecommunications networks.” As a result, those sections of Internet websites that do not require preliminary editing (such as, on a forum) place liability on the author of the comments and not on the editorial office of the website. However, if an editorial office receives a notice (injunction) from Roskomnadzor or the prosecutor stating that some specific content on the website violates Article 4 of the Mass Media Law, the editors must promptly edit or remove that content. If the editors fail to comply with the notice, they may be held liable for the online content in question.

Prior to the publication of this Supreme Court Resolution, Roskomnadzor vigorously objected to the part that places liability on the authors instead of the editors, arguing that such regulation could only lead to an expansion of unmonitored extremist materials, pornography, and violence. As these objections were rejected, Roskomnadzor decided, following the publication of the Resolution, to interpret the Supreme Court’s explanation by adopting the “Procedure for Sending Injunctions on the Impermissibility of Abuse of Free Mass Information to Mass Media Outlets, whose Dissemination is Exercised on Information Telecommunication Networks, Including on the Internet.” With this procedure, Roskomnadzor attempted to eliminate some of the freedoms of the Supreme Court Resolution, as the supervisory body called for a stringent policy for editorial offices that did not seem to have a lawful basis. The key parts of the procedure are as follows: once Roskomnadzor sends a violation notice to the editorial office of an Internet website, the editors have one business day from the time the notice was sent (as opposed to the time it was received) to either edit or remove the online content; if the editors fail to do this in a timely manner, they will receive a warning as per Article 16 of the Mass Media Law. As a final step, if the injunctions are not addressed by the editors, Roskomnadzor can permanently shut down the Internet website (per Article 16). In 2011 and 2012 respectively, Roskomnadzor sent 155 and 517 such injunctions to various editors of Internet media outlets. In 2013 the number of such injunctions dramatically increased to 1,129. Out of these, 579 were for the use of swear words, 379 for extremist speech, and 297 for incitement of ethnic enmity. According to Roskomnadzor’s data, most of the injunctions resulted in a speedy removal of the online content in question.

Later on other Supreme Court resolutions have made slightly clearer the regulation of online content relating to crimes of terrorism and extremism by providing explanations on the issues in relevant case law. The Resolution “On Judicial Practice Relating to Criminal Cases on Crimes of an Extremist Nature” instructs judges that when adjudicating on such cases they should take into account both the safeguarding of the public interest (i.e. as concerns the foundations of the constitutional regime and the integrity and security of the Russian Federation) and the protection of human rights and liberties as defined in the Constitution (freedom of conscience and religion,
freedom of expression, freedom of mass information, the right to seek, receive and impart information by legal means, etc.).

The Resolution interprets what is to be considered as hate speech, the essential element of extremist speech. The crime of hate speech can take place only with actual malice and with the aim to cause hatred and enmity, as well as to denigrate the dignity of a person or a group of persons, if motivated by characteristics such as gender, race, ethnicity, language, origin, attitude to religion, or belonging to a social group.

The issue whether the dissemination of extremist materials presents a crime should be adjudicated based on the intention behind such dissemination. In this regard, the expression of opinions, arguments that use facts of interethnic, inter-denominational and other social relations in a discussion and in texts of scholarly or political nature that do not aim to denigrate the human dignity of groups of persons does not present a crime of hate speech.

The Resolution points to the fact that criticism of political organisations, ideological and religious associations, political, ideological or religious beliefs, ethnic or religious customs per se should not be considered hate speech. When determining whether State officials and/or professional politicians have been subject to a denigration of their human dignity or the dignity of a group of people, the judges are directly referred to take into account points 3 and 4 of the Declaration on freedom of political debate in the media of the Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers (2004)\textsuperscript{51} and the relevant case law of the European Court of Human Rights. In this regard, the Supreme Court has stated that criticism in the mass media of such persons and of their actions and beliefs per se should not be considered in all cases as action aimed at denigrating the dignity of a person or a group of people, as in relation to such persons the limits of admissible criticism are broader than those in relation to other people.

The Resolution “On Some Aspects of Judicial Practice Relating to Criminal Cases on Crimes of a Terrorist Nature” of 9 February 2012\textsuperscript{52} stipulates that judicial “measures to prevent and stop such crimes should be taken in compliance with the rule of law and democratic values, human rights and basic liberties, as well as other provisions of international law.”

Both resolutions state that incitement to extremist activities (terrorism) include calls through the Internet, such as the posting of such calls on websites, in blogs or fora, dissemination via bulk e-mail, etc. The crimes are considered complete from the moment of the spreading of such incitement no matter whether they indeed cause citizens to perform extremist activity (acts of terrorism), e.g. from the moment of the provision of online access.

It seems that the effect of the Resolutions on terrorist and extremist crimes has been quite positive. According to the Russian NGO SOVA Centre, in 2013 the number of court verdicts nationwide for inciting hatred by placement of extremist materials, symbols or provocative comments on the Internet continued to grow, exceeding the figure for 2012 by about a third. Out of 134 verdicts issued in 2013 for online xenophobic propaganda, the SOVA Centre recognises 131 verdicts as appropriate. It admits, though, that it was unable in many cases to assess their validity, since, for example, the offending comments had been promptly removed from the Internet. It was also concerned that prosecutors and courts continued to not take into account the level of

\textsuperscript{51} Council of Europe, “Declaration on Freedom of Political Debate in the Media”, adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 12 February 2004 at the 872nd meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies, available at: https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=118995

\textsuperscript{52} Постановление «О некоторых вопросах судебной практики по уголовным делам о преступлениях террористической направленности» (Resolution “On Some Aspects of Judicial Practice Relating to Criminal Cases on Crimes of a Terrorist Nature”) No. 1, 9 February 2012.
dissemination of particular extremist materials, real audience size, and corresponding degree of social danger.53

In 2013 the SOVA Centre viewed three verdicts for online extremism as inappropriate: to Radik Nurdinov of Bashkortostan for posting an article by Tatar nationalist Vil Mirzayanov, “certainly separatist in its tone, but containing no calls to violence”; to a Pavel Khotulev from Kazan “for speaking out against requirement to study Tatar language in schools”; to an Ivan Moseev “for uncivil remark about Russians” on the Ekho Severa website echosevera.ru located in Arkhangelsk. It also disagreed with the verdict (“threat of murder motivated by hatred or enmity”) issued to journalist Elena Polyakova from Klin for an aggressive comment under an article about the activities of the head of the municipal department of education, “since this comment couldn’t be interpreted as a genuine threat”.54

3.2. Law on the Protection of Children

A major change to online media regulation came on 1 November 2012, when the Russian State Duma, the lower house of the Russian Parliament, approved a set of amendments to the Federal Law “On the Protection of Children from Information Harmful to their Health and Development.”55 Technically speaking, the new law amends the original Federal Law, signed on 29 December 2010.56 The 2010 law focused predominantly on content rating, as it required “informational products” to be labelled on the basis of the age of the consumers. According to the law, “informational products” included “mass media, printed materials, audiovisual materials on any material object, computer programmes and databases, as well as information disseminated by means of public performance and on the information telecommunication networks of general access (including the Internet and mobile telephony).”

Most importantly, these and further amendments adopted in 2013 allowed the blacklisting of Internet websites with content of several categories. Those categories include currently information containing explicit language; justifying unlawful conduct; encouraging children to commit acts that endanger their lives and/or health, such as suicide; promoting among children a desire for drug, tobacco or alcohol use, gambling, prostitution and vagrancy; justifying violence to humans and animals; promoting non-traditional sexual relationships and disrespect to parents; pornographic information and information containing personal data of minors who became victims of illegal actions.

Corresponding provisions in the Federal Law “On Information, Information Technologies and on the Protection of Information” allowed for the creation of a Registry of prohibited websites that are to be generally blocked for all users in Russia. The site blocking activity was set to concern the uniform registry of the Internet domain names and/or the universal indexes (locators) to pages of the Internet sites and network addresses of the Internet sites that contain information prohibited from dissemination in the Russian Federation. As the Registry is maintained by Roskomnadzor, no court order is necessary to declare a website in violation of the law.

54 Idem.
The 2012 amendment further clarifies the proper content labels that are necessary on Internet websites. Shortly after the 2012 law came into force, Roskomnadzor issued an explanatory guide aimed at media outlets. Roskomnadzor’s recommendation serves as an additional clarification of the new law’s online content labelling changes. The explanatory guide details how to properly designate the correct age restrictions on Internet websites. The websites’ age restrictions must fall within one of the following five categories: (1) children under the age of six; (2) children over the age of six; (3) children over the age of twelve; (4) children over the age of sixteen; or (5) content not for children. The guide further explains that the designated category of the age restriction must appear on the home page of the online website and the content label must adhere to the proper font size and colour.

In online media the pictogram must be placed on the top part of the front page of the website and must not be smaller than 75% of the script of the second-level headings or no smaller of the font size of the main text in bold or not smaller than 20% of the size of the main column on it. In colour it should correspond to or be in contrast to the colour of the title of the online media outlet.

Further, the age restriction listed must comply with the highest level of restrictions accessible on the entire website; to illustrate, if one sentence on one page of a multi-page website can only be viewed by adults, while the rest of the website is for children under six, the label must read “18+” solely because of that one sentence. The guide notes that online news websites are exempted from labelling their websites. Further, readers’ comments on online websites do not require labelling.

Several avenues exist to identify websites in general violation of the law. First, certain government agencies can submit websites for the Registry directly to Roskomnadzor. Second, Roskomnadzor updates the Registry following individual court decisions that recognise websites with “illegal content”. Third, it updates the Registry following decisions of federal executive bodies specifically dealing with child pornography, drugs and suicide. Finally, individuals are encouraged to send in grievances about online content to Roskomnadzor directly through a form on its website.

Within almost two years individuals submitted 114,000 complaints to Roskomnadzor. According to the official report of Roskomnadzor published on 22 December 2014, the Unified Register contains more than 45,700 URLs, 64% of those contained drug use promotion, 15% child

---

59 Ibid., para 4.
61 Human Rights Watch, supra note 32.
63 Unified register of the domain names, website references and network addresses that allow identifying websites containing information circulation of which is forbidden in the Russian Federation, available at: http://eais.rkn.gov.ru/en/
Regulation of Online Content in the Russian Federation

...15% pornography, and 12% promotion of suicide. Experts at the RosComSvoboda project claim today that this practice has led to the blocking of altogether more than 180,000 sites in Russia.

The list of blocked websites includes the Russian Uncyclopedia (a parody encyclopedia), LiveJournal (a blogging platform provider), Librusec (an online library), YouTube, and Wikipedia, among others. Most of the websites are only blocked until the prohibited content is removed. For example, Roskomnadzor briefly blocked a popular Russian file-sharing website, RuTracker, until it removed a document titled “Encyclopedia on Suicide” from its database. Various human rights groups and NGOs have campaigned against the 2012 law; however, the government continues to support it.

In order to block a website, Roskomnadzor follows the specific process outlined in the law. The process is as follows: Roskomnadzor adds the website in question to the Registry and notifies the relevant hosting provider of the illegal material; within 24 hours the hosting provider must send a request to the owner (administrator) of the information resource (website) asking for the removal of the illegal content. If the owner does not comply within the next 24 hours, the hosting provider has to block access to the entire website and the website remains in Roskomnadzor’s Registry. If the hosting provider neglects to block the website, the access provider has to block access to the concerned Internet address within another 24 hours. If the access provider fails to comply, its license to provide communication services could be withdrawn.

However, if the website owner (or administrator) simply takes down the content once notified, Roskomnadzor will remove the website in question from the Registry. The owner of the website may appeal the ban in court within three months.

On 11 February 2013, YouTube’s owner, Google (Russian branch) filed the first such lawsuit against Roskomnadzor. The lawsuit challenged the decision of Roskomnadzor to permanently restrict access to a YouTube video allegedly in violation with the new law. The video was meant for entertainment purposes and portrayed a girl using makeup to create the appearance of cut veins. However, the supervisory body did not view it as simply entertainment; according to Roskomnadzor, the video was removed because it promoted suicide. In May 2013, the Moscow Arbitration Court sided with Roskomnadzor by ruling to uphold the ban of the YouTube video. In support of its decision, the Court reasoned that the title of the video “How to cut your veins” is exactly of the type of “suicide information” that the 2012 law attempts to restrict.

It seems relatively easy to see many of the possible negative impacts of this law. First, Roskomnadzor’s Registry does not have clearly defined limits, which could lead to over-blocking of Internet content. A once popular news website, Lenta.ru, described the limits of Roskomnadzor’s Registry as so broad that even the Internet page of the United Russia ruling party could be blocked.

---

66 See visuals at: http://visual.rublacklist.net/
69 Indina T., supra note 69.
73 Indina T., supra note 69.
In addition, online content in violation may just be one page, one image, or one video, but if it is not promptly removed, Roskomnadzor blocks access to the entire website.

To illustrate the gravity of this issue, one can look to Lurkomore.to, a Russian wiki-based encyclopedia. At the request of the Federal Drug Control Service, an agency authorised to submit websites for review directly to Roskomnadzor, Lurkomore.to was blocked until the website removed two marijuana-related articles. The entire website was blocked for several days directly because of the stringent process of the law. Instead of notifying the owners of Lurkomore.to, who had offices based in Russia, Roskomnadzor, following the above outlined procedure, notified the hosting provider of the website, whose offices were based in Holland. Furthermore, because the notice was sent on a weekend, when the offices in Holland were empty, the hosting provider failed to notify the website owners and thus, the prohibited content was not removed within the time restrictions. As a result, the access provider simply blocked access to the entire website; access remained blocked until the website owners removed the two entries in question.74

Moreover, since no court order is necessary to blacklist a website, Roskomnadzor has endless power and limited oversight. Further, the lack of transparency regarding the blacklisted websites restricts individuals’ rights to information in violation of the Constitution of the Russian Federation.75 Additionally, blocking an entire website (full of completely legal information) could be viewed as another violation of the Constitution.76 Specifically, blocking an entire website could be viewed as a violation of the following rights: free speech, freedom of expression, private property and data protection, freedom of information, and secrecy of communication.77

3.3. Amendments to the Information Law

3.3.1. The 2013 amendments

On 30 December 2013 President Vladimir Putin signed into law a bill hastily adopted by the State Duma (first reading on 17 December, the second and the third readings on 20 December 2013).78 The act amends Article 15 of the Law on Information, Information Technologies and the Protection of Information of 27 July 2006, No. 149-FZ79 so as to allow the Prosecutor General and his deputies to order the blocking of websites containing content such as incitement to unsanctioned public protests and to “extremist” activities.

The act introduces the following procedure: without judicial approval the Prosecutor General or one of his deputies (currently there are 15 deputies) sends a written demand to Roskomnadzor. The latter immediately orders the access provider and the hosting provider to take steps that result in the removal of the allegedly illegal content. The act also applies to information hosted abroad; in such cases, the notice is sent in English. The access provider is also required to

74 Solopov M., supra note 70.
75 Konstitutsiia Rossiiskoi Federatsii [Konst. RF] (Russian Constitution) Article 29.
76 Idem.
77 Idem, Articles 23, 24, 35, 29.
block access to the content upon receipt of the Roskomnadzor order. The act establishes a procedure to resume access to the website when the content is removed.

It is worth noting that, apart from mentioning the relevant article of the Law, the Prosecutor General’s Office is not required to inform editorial offices or site owners about its reason for blocking, hindering efforts of the latter to resolve the problem.

The Russian Presidential Council on Civil Society and Human Rights has stated that the law could lead to a serious infringement of constitutional rights and freedoms and could pave the way for the growth of legal nihilism, as well as create only an illusion of fighting extremism. This was noted by the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media Dunja Mijatović, who also expressed her concern about the bill on 20 December 2013.  

According to the Russian NGO SOVA Centre, extrajudicial blocking of the materials based merely on suspicion of extremism is unacceptable, “since it inevitably leads to arbitrary actions and abuse by the law enforcement and to an attack on freedom of speech. Even if the law enforcement views the materials as hazardous and in need of urgent blocking, they must, nevertheless, act with court approval, which can be issued in an expedited manner, as it is done for search or arrest warrants.”

In 2013 alone the SOVA Centre noted 83 cases in which the proper basis for denying access or imposing sanctions was arguably absent. In the course of the year, prosecutors repeatedly demanded that Internet service providers (ISPs) block online libraries (due to individual banned items they contained), websites with inappropriately banned Muslim literature, Jehovah’s Witnesses materials or other religious writings, Ingush opposition websites, and non-banned websites of banned organisations.

On 13 March 2014, incidentally three days before the Crimean secession referendum, the Prosecutor General issued an order to block access to three major opposition websites, Grani.ru, a news site known for its criticism of the Kremlin, particularly the crackdown on and subsequent prosecution of the Bolotnaya protestors in 2012; Ezhednevny Zhurnal (Ej.ru), a news and opinion site; and Kasparov.ru, the website of former chess champion turned opposition figure, Gary Kasparov. In this case the owners of the websites were not even provided with an explanation as to which content had violated the law and caused the Prosecutor General to issue the blocking order. Their lawsuits have so far brought only negative results and complaints registered with the European Court of Human Rights.

In the first half of 2014, Roskomnadzor reported blocking of 85 websites for containing “extremist content”, based on orders from the Prosecutor Generals’ office.

### 3.3.2. The 2014 amendments

On 22 April 2014 the State Duma again adopted a new set of amendments to the law “On Information, Information Technologies and on the Protection of Information”. They were signed into law on 5 May and came into effect on 1 August 2014.

---

80 “OSCE representative concerned about amendments to information law in Russia that might limit media freedom”, press release of the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, 20 December 2013, available at: www.osce.org/fom/109885
82 Idem.
The new legislation forces owners of open access websites and web pages (now labelled as “bloggers”) visited daily by more than 3000 users to register with the public authorities. It also imposes additional responsibility on them to verify the accuracy and reliability of posted information, follow election law, respect reputation and privacy, refrain from using curse words, etc. Those encumbered with these responsibilities include webpage owners in social networks, blog hosting providers, as well as online forums.

Separate responsibility to cooperate with public authorities, including law-enforcement agencies, and keep personal data lies with the hosting providers. Bloggers’ personal data must disclose real identities and traffic data and must be stored, on Russian territory, for 6 months after the end of relevant online activity.

Penalties for violations include fines of up to 300,000 rubles (at the time of adoption about EUR 7,500) and the blocking of websites and blogs. Roskomnadzor has the task of developing rules for and taking responsibility for the registration.

On 23 April 2014, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media Dunja Mijatović criticised the new legislation: “If enforced the proposed amendments would curb freedom of expression and freedom of social media, as well as seriously inhibit the right of citizens to freely receive and disseminate alternative information and express critical views.”

The exact list of bloggers is not public information, although Roskomnadzor has established a website devoted to these amendments and the issue of the registration of bloggers. The most recent report by the watchdog agency speaks of 317 bloggers on the list of those with 3000 plus visitors a day.

The law allows both for bloggers to apply for such registration voluntarily and to be registered by Roskomnadzor according to its own procedures. Recently Roskomnadzor started to send persistent emails and tweets recommending that popular journalists and other personalities register of their own will or provide information on the number of their followers.

On 31 July 2014 Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev signed the Ordinance of the Government that amends the current rules of access to the Internet, effectively banning the availability of this
service to anonymous users. The Ordinance formally entered into effect on 13 August 2014, although reports say it is still not effective.

The Ordinance refers to the changes in the laws related to information online adopted in 2014 and demands from those providing access to the Internet at points of collective access, as well as from any other Internet service providers at public spots including Wi-Fi, to demand the identification of the users and to collect and store this data for a six-month period.

---


90 For example, see: http://hitech.newsru.com/article/08Aug2014/nofree_wifi
4. Other relevant changes

In addition to the amendments recently adopted to the laws on Information, Information Technologies and the Protection of Information and on the Protection of Children from Information Harmful to their Health and Development, that have transformed the whole system of regulation of online content, some other legal acts have affected certain aspects of the system. This was done mainly through changes to civil law, which were related to privacy and defamation online.

4.1. Defamation Law

On 9 July 2013, the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation adopted an important Resolution concerning the constitutionality of several paragraphs of Article 152 (“Defamation”) of the 1995 Russian Civil Code.91

The particular case was raised by a citizen named Krylov, who complained that the Civil Code does not oblige hosting providers to remove defamatory statements made by third parties upon the request of the defamed party.

The complaint arose from decisions of the courts of first and second instances in the Sverdlovsk region of Russia on the lawsuit of Mr Krylov against a regional hosting provider. The plaintiff demanded that the defendant remove remarks posted by an anonymous user on the “Surgutsky forum” website. He wanted his photograph, which accompanied the statement, to be removed as well. The remarks had earlier been found to be of a defamatory nature by the city court of Surgut.

The Sverdlovsk courts noted that the Civil Code provides that the refutation of defamatory statements is to be made by the person who disseminated them or by the mass media outlet that disseminated them. As such a person was not found in the case, the “Surgutsky forum” was not registered as a media outlet and the Internet forum could not be considered as an illegal form of disseminating information, the claims were dismissed.

The Constitutional Court noted with concern that in cases like this the plaintiff can only obtain a court decision on the defamatory and untrue nature of information disseminated online, but has no other means of protection of his honour, dignity or privacy, as would be available in the case of defamation offline. It reviewed the constitutional and legal norms on freedom of expression and the right to protect one’s reputation, as well as relevant national law, international covenants and soft law, such as the Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of

Expression and ACHPR Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and Access to Information of 1 June 2011.\(^2\)

The Constitutional Court ruled that the impossibility of finding the person responsible for defamatory statements should not exclude the right of the defamed party to fully protect their reputation, e.g. by restoring the situation that existed prior to the violation of the right.

Such an imposition on the hosting provider of an obligation to remove the (defamatory) information declared by a court of law to be untrue should not, according to the Court, be considered as an excessive burden or as a disproportionate restriction of its rights. The obligation to comply means that the hosting provider should do so as soon as it learns about the relevant court decision that had entered into force. Such an action is not considered as putting the blame on the ISP, but only as a form of protection of reputation. If the relevant court decision is not enforced, then the court may consider imposing on the ISP the burden of paying moral damages to the plaintiff.

These rules relate also to the owners and administrators of websites.

As the norms of the Civil Code neither provide for the possibility to demand that defamatory online statements be removed nor introduce liability for a refusal to do so, they contradict the provision of the Constitution of the Russian Federation (part 2 of Article 45) which says: “Everyone shall be free to protect his rights and freedoms by all means not prohibited by law.”

The Resolution was issued a week after President Vladimir Putin signed into law widespread amendments to the 1995 Civil Code (Part I) of the Russian Federation, including its Article 152.\(^3\)

In particular, the new version of Article 152 *de facto* reflects the position of the Constitutional Court. In case of infringement of his or her reputation, a person becomes entitled to seek the cessation of dissemination of information, *inter alia* by means of removing the defaming information. This person also has a specific right for the dissemination of a refutation online, in accordance with procedures to be established by a court of law in each particular case.

The case law after 1 October 2013, the day the amendments to the Civil Code entered into force, demonstrates that the option of deleting defamatory information from the Internet has not yet gained popularity in Russian courts. Random statistics of cases taken from the largest database of court decisions in Russia, Rospravosusdie.com, shows that out of 56 resolutions on lawsuits to protect reputation in general jurisdiction civil courts only 10 record demands to remove defamatory materials and in 9 of those cases the demand was granted. In arbitration (economic) civil courts, out of 20 resolutions on lawsuits to protect reputation, 11 record demands to remove the defamatory material and in 8 cases the demand was granted.\(^4\)

Some of the cases became politicised and thus widely known. For example, a lawsuit was filed in a district court of Moscow by a judge of the city court and his former tutor against the independent newspaper Novaya gazeta. The defendants disseminated in print and online a story according to which the first plaintiff plagiarised his dissertation from the work of his tutor, while the other oversaw this fault.\(^5\) The court found that the journalists are not authorised to reach


\(^{4}\) Research conducted by Darya Novatorova of School of Journalism, Lomonosov Moscow State University, 12 December 2014.

\(^{5}\) Resolution by Basmanny District Court of Moscow on the lawsuit of Yu. Bespalov and D.Gordeyuk to N.Girin and Novaya gazeta publishers, No. 6, December 2013.
conclusions on the conformity of dissertations with the established criteria, therefore their statements in the legal sense may not be considered as corresponding to the truth, while the authorised bodies could not make a judgment, as the limitation period for the official review of defended dissertations had expired. It ruled that the defendants were to pay moral damages of 300,000 rubles (then about EUR 7000), to publish a refutation online and in print, as well as to delete the story from the website of the Novaya gazeta. An appeal before the Moscow City Court confirmed the decision of the district court and the story was effectively removed from the online version of the publication.96 On 28 October 2014 the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation annulled the decisions of the lower courts and sent the case to a first instance court in another jurisdiction.97

4.2. Privacy and the right to image

The major focus of the amendments to the 1995 Civil Code (Part I) of the Russian Federation (see above) was the development of new legal mechanisms for the protection of non-material values. An important innovation of the Statute was the development of the right to privacy. In addition to the Constitution of the Russian Federation, the new Article 152.2 of the Civil Code declares that the collection, keeping, dissemination and use of information about the private life of a person shall not be allowed without his or her consent. The Civil Code’s provisions consider this regulation as emphasising that any use of information about the private life of a person is considered lawful when performed for pressing governmental, social or public needs. In case of infringement of the privacy or right to use of one’s image, a person shall be entitled to seek such remedy as the cessation of the dissemination of information, inter alia by means of deleting such information. Also new is the right to claim the removal of defamatory information or images of such a person from the Internet.

4.3. Advertising

On 6 July 2012, the State Duma adopted an amendment to the Advertising Law that plays a critical role for online media in Russia.98 The amendment is to the 2006 Federal Statute “On Advertising”.99 It extends the list of the media where advertising of alcohol products is banned (Article 21.2) by adding Internet websites. Since 2011, alcohol products in the Federal Statute “On Advertising” include beer or beer products.

96 See page 8 of the pdf version of the newspaper, available at: www.novayagazeta.ru/issues/2013/2108.html
The amendment means that any placement of alcohol advertising in any form in Runet (the Russian segment of the Internet) or by Russian companies shall be punishable by law, including through the possible blocking of the websites in question.\textsuperscript{100} The law entered into force on 23 July 2012.

5. Conclusions

Online content regulation has by and large only begun to appear in Russia in the last four years and has become an important part of national law. Major changes have taken place in the Mass Media Law, the Federal Law “On the Protection of Children from Information Harmful to their Health and Development”, and the Federal Law “On Information, Information Technologies and on the Protection of Information”. An important input in the process was provided by the Supreme Court, which now directs all courts on issues of interpretation of the legislation.

By signing and ratifying international legal documents, Russia is required to respect and promote these rights and freedoms; likewise, the Russian Constitution calls for similar protections. Mass media freedoms are reflected in Article 29 of the Constitution, which envisages the right of each person to freely seek, acquire, transfer, produce, and disseminate information, by any legal method.\textsuperscript{101} That being said, it is definitely questionable whether these new laws on online media regulation function to protect these freedoms or whether they actually restrict them.

\textsuperscript{101} Конституция Российской Федерации [Konst. RF] [Constitution] Article 29.
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